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Abstract- During the movement of a robot its center of 

mass reaches several positions in space, it is the 

workspace, our objective is to determine the parameters 

that influence the increase and decrease of this workspace 

in order to optimize the robot's performance. In this 

article, the study carried out concerns the workspace of a 

hexapod robot whose legs are arranged linearly while 

keeping the robot's body horizontally. Simulations of the 

workspace are programmed by an algorithm on Visual 

basic of the SolidWorks software, Also the simulations of 

the workspace are made, in a horizontal plane located at a 

well determined height. A graphic interface makes it 

possible to introduce the different dimensions of the legs 

and the different contact distances between the legs and 

the ground. The simulated results are validated 

experimentally on a robot made in the laboratory. 

 

Keywords: Workspace, Hexapod, GUI, SolidWorks  

Algorithm, Geometry. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are two types of walking robots, wheeled robots 

which have among the advantages the speed of 

displacement [1, 2] and legged robots. These are slower 

than wheeled robots but they have an advantage in 

addition to their stability, the moving on rugged terrain 

[3, 4, 5, 6]. The hexapod robot studied in our article 

belongs to category of walking robots with 6 legs. 

Several works have been developed for serial and 

parallel robots concerning many fields [7, 5, 8] 

(Kinematics, dynamics, workspace). The [9], [10] and 

[11] used in their studies the geometric study of serial 

robots. However, they are few works treating the 

workspace of the legged robots due to their complexity 

[12, 13, 14]. 

The [15] and [16] used the direct and inverse kinematics 

to define a specific point position of a robot in which the 

legs are distributed symmetrically around the platform. 

The resolution of complex issues is done through the 

use of numerical methods such as [17] that used Matlab 

to determine the hot spot and lifetime of the transformer. 

The [18] used SolidWorks for a simulation and 

optimization design of sorting tables before they are 

manufactured, a numerical modeling by [19] is carried 

out according finite elements to predict the mechanical 

characteristics of bio-loaded PVC. 

Softwares are widely used for simulating the legged 

robots such as [20] which used Python software. [21]used 

the Matlab software to determine the angles, the torques 

in each joint for a given trajectory of an hexapod robot. 

Some studies are achieved concerning the robot's 

workspace. [22] and [23] have been interested in the 

workspace of parallel manipulator robots of the Stewart 

type. The kinematic method was applied to optimize the 

workspace for parallel manipulators [24]. The [25] has 

treated the workspace of 2-RPR planar parallel 

mechanisms. [26] has analyzed the workspace of a 3 

PPPS parallel robot. In [8] is established the workspace 

of the foot end of a robot based on the kinematic of the 

robot. The [27] has considered the workspace of a radial 

symmetrical robot by the combination of three planar 

parallel mechanisms. The [28] has treated the 

displacement of a point of a leg connected by 2 DOF of a 

quadruple. 

Our study focuses on the determination of the 

workspace of the hexapod robot presented in section 2. In 

section 3 the workspace of a leg is developed, while 

section 4 dealt with the workspace of the hexapod. In 

section 5 a graphical interface is used and a program on 

SolidWorks is developed to simulate the hexapod robot 

Workspace. In section 6, many of the experiments are 

achieved with the hexapod robot. Section 7 is concerning 

with the analysis of the established results and finally, a 

conclusion is presented in the last section. 

 

2. ROBOT PRESENTATION 

The used hexapod robot is composed of 6 legs 

arranged as shown in Figure 1, each leg as shown in 

Figure 2, is composed of 3 parts: thigh, tibia, and foot. 

The body of the robot (the platform) is linked by 

joints with all the legs at points Di, i = 1,…,6. The thigh 

of the leg is in a revolute connection with the tibia at 

point C. The tibia is in a revolute connection with respect 

to foot at point B. At point A the contact between the leg 

and the ground is achieved. 

The movements of the different parts of the robot's 

legs are actuated by servo motors. The legs are in contact 
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with the ground, at a distance L along the x  axis, and a 

distance d along the y axis as shown in Figure 1. 

The workspace is the set of positions that can be 

reached by the Center of Mass (COM) of the Robot's 

body during its motion. The robot in our case is 

considered supporting a load that must remain horizontal 

with no tilt. This is one major constraint taken in our 

study. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Global structure of hexapod robot [21] 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Description of a leg [21] 

 

3. LEG WORKSPACE 

 

3.1. Modeling 

At point A in Figure 3, the contact between the foot 

(L3), and the ground at point A allows three rotations. 

One of them is carried out around the body itself. So the 

movement of the foot (L3) is modeled by two rotations 

angles around point A [16], [29], [30], the ψ and O3 

which are defined in spherical coordinates as follows.  

The angle ψ is defined around the z  axis with z = 4z . 

The corresponding rotation matrix is: 

04

cos sin 0

sin cos 0

0 0 1

H

 

 

− 
 

=  
 
    

(1) 

The second angle O3 is around the
4y axis with 

4 3
y y= . 

So the rotation matrix is given by: 

3 3

43

3 3

cos 0 sin

0 1 0

sin 0 cos

O O

H

O O

 
 

=  
 − 

 (2) 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Representation of the foot movement (L3) relative to ground 

 
At point B in Figure 4, the link (L2) performs a 

rotational movement with respect to the foot (L3). The 

rotation angle O2 is around the axis 3y  and its rotation 

matrix is: 

2 2

32

2 2

cos 0 sin

0 1 0

sin 0 cos

O O

H

O O

 
 

=  
 − 

 (3) 

The workspace of point B is a hollow hemisphere of 

radius the length of the Tibia (L3). 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Representation of the movement of Tibia (L2) compared 

to the foot (L3) 

 

At point C in  Figure 5,  the link L1 performs with 

respect to the tibia L2 a rotational movement defined by 

the angle O1, around the axis 
2y  

The associated rotation matrix is: 

1 1

21

1 1

cos 0 sin

0 1 0

sin 0 cos

O O

H

O O

 
 

=  
 − 

 (4) 

The workspace of point C is a spherical volume with 

maximum radius L3+L2 and minimum radius L3–L2. This 

minimum radius leads to a constraint in the Workspace 

since we can't reach the points which are located inside 

the sphere of minimum radius. 
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Figure 5. Representation of the movement of the thigh (L1) in 

relation to the Tibia (L2) 

 
At the point D, the platform (Body) of the robot 

performs with respect to the link (L1), a rotational 

movement defined by an angle Ob (rotation of Body) 

around the axis 1x . 

The rotation matrix is: 

1

1 0 0

0 cos sin

0 sin cos

b b b

b b

H O O

O O

 
 

= − 
 
 

 (5) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Representation of the movement of the Robot's platform 
with respect to Thigh (L1) 

 

In the study, the robot's platform remains horizontal 

during the movement, since in D the rotation of the link 

(L1) is around the axis perpendicular to the platform. So, 

the Thigh (L1) also moves in the horizontal plane and can 

only translate in a horizontal plane and rotate around the 

vertical axis. 

 

3.2. WorkPlane of the Point D in the Plane (x, z) 

The point D is located with respect to the ground by 

the vector AD  which can be expressed as: 

3 2 13 2 1AD AB BC CD L z L z L z= + + =  −  −   (6) 

The projection on ( , )A x  line gives: 

( ) ( )3 3 2 2 3 1cos cosd  X L . O L . O O .L  = + + +
 

(7) 

with the limit positions are defined by ε=1 and ε = -1.                                                                                

The projection on ( , )A z line yields to     

 
( ) ( )33 2 23 .sin .sindZ LOL O O= + +  (8) 

The trajectory of point D is obtained by a Python 

program in Figure 7. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. WorkPlane of point D in vertical plane (x, z) programmed with 

Python 

 

3.3. Workspace of the Point D 

The workspace of the point D is obtained by rotating 

the WorkPlane around vertical axis as shown in Figure 8. 
 

 
Figure 8. Workspace of point D programmed in Python 

 

4. THE ROBOT'S BODY WORKSPACE 

The robot's workspace is determined, from the 

workspace of a leg, by extending it overall 6 legs. The 

dimensions of the robot's body and the contact distances 

with the ground are well respected.  

 

4.1. Geometric Study of the Workspace 

In our study, a geometric approach is used to 

determine the workspace of the hexapod robot. At the 

start, the highest reached position by the robot is finding. 

The COM of the robot will be located at a maximum 

height noted h (h = Zmax). After the Robot's platform is 

moved slightly downwards. Therefore, the set of reached 

positions by the COM is called WorkPlane. 

To keep the robot’s platform in a horizontal plane we 

have to move it by the translations along x  and y axes 

and the rotation around the vertical axis z . 

The Robot's platform is lowered vertically to another 

height. Then the same process is repeated to determine 

the WorkPlane in this new plane. Thus the same step is 

repeated until the Robot's body reaches the minimum 

position. Finally, the set of these WorkPlanes gives the 

Workspace of the robot. 

 

4.1.1. Maximum Position of the Robot 

Since the orientation configurations of all the legs are 

identical, their lengths are equals and symmetrical with 

respect to the x  and y  axes. The maximum position 

height of the robot corresponds to a position of point G 

on the vertical noted Gmax of height h. It is a position 
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obtained when the tibia and the foot are aligned with 

respect to the L2+L3 length as shown in Figure 9. 

The geometric calculation using the distances 

between the points A, B, C, D and K gives the following 

relations:     

2 2
1 2 3 max( )( )poR L L L Z= + + −  (9) 

with Rpo is the initial plane radius.  
2 2

2 2
2 3 1( )

2 2

b bL L d d
Rpo L L h L

− −   
= + − + = +   

   
 (10) 

We find the maximum height Zmax as: 

2 2

2 2
max 2 3 1(( ) ( ) )

2 2

b bL L d d
Z L L L

− −   
= + − + −   

   
 (11) 

 

 
 

Figure 9. The maximum height of the robot 

 

4.1.2. Minimum Position of the Robot 

In this case, the robot's body, always maintained in a 

horizontal plane, is lowered vertically to reach the low 

position called Zmin. The condition is necessary between 

the contact distances and the dimensions of the legs, to 

ensure a contact is: 

L3+L2+L1 must be greater than Rpo, given by Equation 

(10). This a mean to check the configuration 

functionality. 

So, we can write: 

2 2

3 2 1
2 2

b bL L d d
L L L

− −   
+ +  +   

      

(12) 

 
 
                          Cmax     Dmax 

                         L2 

                     Bmax            Cmin 

 
                 Bmin 
                L3                              Dmin 

                                          L1                  Zmin                   Zmax 

 
           A         Rpo 

                       
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 10. Representation, in black of the minimum robot's position 

Zmin, and the maximum position in dotted blue Zmax 

 

 

The minimum height Zmin is determined geometrically 

by: 

2 2

2 2
min 3 2 1(( ) ( ) )

2 2

b bL L d d
Z L L L

− −   
= − − + −   

   
 

(13)

 
If the following condition is ensured 

2 2

3 2 1
2 2

b bL L d d
L L L

− −   
−  + −   

     

(14) 

Then the robot can reach the ground with Zmin=0. 

 

4.1.3. Intermediary Position of the Robot 

The robot's platform is lowered vertically by a 

distance h–Z. In this plane of height Z, the displacement 

of the point G is limited by the dimensions of the legs. 

If we consider a displacement of the robot's body in 

the positive quadrant of  x  and y , the movement will be 

limited by the length of the leg 4. This will stretch it to its 

maximum (L2+L3) while the other legs will shrink. So, the 

limit will be imposed by the leg four. 

By the same reasoning, the movement of the robot's 

body in the positive quadrant of x and negative of y is 

limited by the length of the leg three. 

Similarly, the displacement of the robot's body in the 

negative quadrant of x  and negative of y  is limited by 

the length of the leg one. 

Also, the movement of the robot's body in the 

negative quadrant of x and positive of y  is limited by the 

length of the leg six. 

Since legs two and five are placed between the other 

legs, they will not reach their maximum length. 
 

 
 

Figure 11. Maximum position in dotted lines, and an arbitrary position 

at a height Z in solid line 

 

4.1.4. COM Displacements in the Horizontal Plane of 

Height Z 

Considering the positive quadrant on the x  axis and 

the y  axis, we are looking for all the reached positions of 

the point D4 (Figure 12). 

 

Body 

L

1 
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Figure 12. Displacement of the point D in a horizontal plane of height Z 
        Representation of the position of point D at the desired height Z 

Position of point D in any position in the plane of height Z 

       Maximum position of point D on the x axis, obtained for L2+L3 

 

For any height Z, the maximum plane radius is: 

2 2
max 2 3 1( ) )pR L L Z L= + − +  (15) 

The spherical radius is determined as: 

2 2( )s pR R Z= +
 

(16) 

So, we can establish the maximum spherical radius as: 

2 2
max max( )s pR R Z= +

 
(17) 

We thus get the maximum displacement of D4 along 

the x axis: 

2

2
max

2 2

b b
x p

d d L L
M R

− −   
= − −   

     

(18) 

2

2 2 2
2 3 1( ( ) )

2 2

b b
x

d d L L
M L L Z L

− −   
= + − + − −   

   
 (19) 

The maximum trajectory in the plane of height Z is 

described by a circle. The center is the point A4 and the 

radius is Rs. The radius Rpmax represents the projection of 

the spherical radius Rs in the plane of height Z by the 

following equations: 
2 2

2

2 2

b b
pmax

L L d d
dx dy R

− −   
+ + + =   

      
(20) 

2

2

2 2

b b
pmax

L L d d
dy R dx

− −
−

  
= + −   

     

(21) 

Let ''My'' be the maximum displacement of D4 along 

the y axis given for dx=0. So, we can express it as: 

2

2
max

2 2

b b
y p

L L d d
M R

− −   
= − −   

   
   

(22) 

2

2 2 2
2 3 1( ( ) )

2 2

b b
y

L L d d
M L L Z L

− −   
= + − + − −   

   
 (23) 

 
 

Figure 13. Top view of the displacement of points D and G the Initial 

position in blue and displacement of distances (dx, dy) in brown 

 

When the point D4 moves from the initial position D4o 

to a position D4 by a distance dx along the x  axis and dy 

along the y axis, then G moves from its initial position 

Go to a position G by the same distance as point D4. 

Knowing that dx varies from 0 to Mx. 

 

4.1.5. COM Positions due to Rotations around the 

Vertical Axis �⃗�  
In a plane of a known height Z, let us now consider a 

rotation of the robot's platform around point D4 located at 

a distance dx along x and dy along y  with respect to the 

initial position D4o.  

 

 
 

Figure 14. View in space of the positions of point G, for a rotation 
around D4, in blue the initial position, in brown the displacement of 

distances (dx, dy), in black the rotation of the Robot's body around D4 

 

By the rotation around point D4 which is caused by 

the lengthening of the leg 6, the point G is on an arc of a 

circle.  Its center is the point D4 and the radius is the 

diagonal of the platform of the robot. Thus, the position 

of G is identified by an angle which varies from 0 up to 

max. 
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Figure 15. Top view of the positions of point G, for a rotation around 

D4, in blue the initial position, in brown the displacement of distances 
(dx, dy), in black the rotation of the Robot's body around D4 

 

The angle 0 is given by: 

( )0 arctg /b bd L =   (24) 

The coordinates Gx and Gy of the point G during the 

movement are established as: 

2 2

)cos(
2 2

b bb
x

d LL
G dx 

 
 




= − +



+
 (25) 

2 2

)sin(
2 2

b bb
y

d Ld
G dy 

 
 




= − +



+
 (26) 

We look for the angle of rotation α, by projecting the 

distances between the points A4, D4, A6 and D6, on the 

axes x  and y  as follows:  

Projection/ x : 

sin( ) cos( )
2

b
p b

L L
L dx R L 

− 
− − = + 

   
(27) 

Projection/ y : 

sin( ) cos( )
2

b
b p

d d
d dy L R 

− 
+ − + = 

   
(28) 

where α is maximum (αmax) when the radius Rp is 

maximum (Rpmax). It’s obtained when the leg 6 is at its 

maximum length for L2 and L3 which are aligned. By 

eliminating β between Equations (27), (28) and (15) we 

obtain, by arranging this equations: 

max max

2 2 2 2 2 2
2 3 1

2 (( )cos( ) ( )sin( ))
2 2

( ) ( ) ( ( ) )
2 2

b b
b

b b
b

L L d d
L dx dy

L L d d
dx L dy L L Z L

 
− +

− − + =

− +
− + + + − + − +

 (29) 

For the resolution of this equation, one poses: 

2

bL L
xA dA

+
= −   (30) 

2

bd d
yB dB

+
= +   (31) 

2 2 2 2 2 2
2 3 1( ) )(

2 b

AA Lb BB L L Z L
CC

L

+ + + +
=

− −

 
(32) 

2 2( )EE AA BB= +
  

(33) 

Thus, we obtain the following relationship 

( ) ( )max arcos / arcos /CC EE AA EE = −   (34) 

After this calculation, the approach used to determine 

workspace in case of rotation can be formulated as follows: 

For a given height Z, Mx, and My are calculated. Then, 

for a point D4 located at any distance (dx, dy) from initial 

position D40 (dx varies from 0 to Mx) we look for αmax. 

This is the maximum angle reached by G. Then all the 

positions of point G (Gx, Gy) are determined with α varies 

from α0 to αmax. In the end, these positions of G could be 

drawn as shown in the following Figure 16 corresponding 

to a program established in SolidWorks Software.  

In the same way, the calculation is used for a rotation 

around the points D1, D3, and D6, to find the workspace 

of the robot due to the rotations of the body. 
 

 
 

Figure 16. WorkPlane with SolidWorks of the COM for a rotation 

around the point D4 

 

5. SIMULATION ON SOLIDWORKS 
 

5.1. Presentation of the Graphical User Interface 

A program is built on SolidWorks which allows 

determining workspace of a hexapod robot. The necessary 

information is introduced on the first page of the GUI, in 

Figure 17. On the second page in Figure 18, the type 

simulation is chosen to simulate the workspace either in 

space or in a plane located at a height Z. Then the result 

of the simulation is displayed on a SolidWorks window. 
 

 
 

Figure 17. First GUI page to introduce information about the robot 
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Figure 18. Second GUI page to check the robot information and launch 

the workspace simulation 

 

5.2. Robot's Workspace 

In this example, the necessary dimensions used are: 

L1=20mm, L2=70mm, L3=124mm, L=430mm, d=300mm, 

Lb=300mm, db=160mm, dp=30mm 

Figure 19 shows an example of a workspace 

established in the SolidWorks software by introducing 

the dimensions in the GUI interface. The spherical 

geometries are removed due to the workspace limit of the 

point C (limitation between L3+L2 and L3–L2 for each 

leg). 

From this result, the maximum height that the robot 

can reach is known for this configuration. The maximum 

height is h=179mm. For each height, the different limit 

positions will be known, in particular the maximum 

position along the x⃗  axis and the maximum position along 

the 𝑦  axis. Also for a given height, we can check whether 

the robot will reach some positions. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

                         (a)                                                   (b) 
 

Figure 19. Workspace in space, (a) profile view in perspective, (b) view 

from behind in perspective 

 

5.2.1. WorkPlane in a Horizontal Plane (x, y) 

The WorkPlane of the COM displacement of the 

Robot's platform is obtained with a plane section moved 

in the SolidWorks workspace. It acts up to the desired 

horizontal height plane shown in blue in Figure 20.  

From these results, the WorkPlanes shown in blue are 

determined for each height. The different limit positions 

will be known, in particular the maximum position along 

the x  axis and the maximum position along the y  axis. 

Also for a given height, we can check if the robot will 

reach some positions like the case of Figure 20b. 

In these examples, the WorkPlanes are determined 

respectively, for the height Z=120mm in Figure 20a. the 

height Z=46mm in Figure 20b. 

For the height Z=120mm as an example, the 

displacement maximal along x  axis is 93.4mm while the 

maximal displacement along y  axes is 89.7mm. 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

                           (a)                                                   (b)                   
 

Figure 20. The result of the simulation of the workspace in horizontal 
planes which are located at given heights, (a) WorkPlane for height 

Z=120mm, (b) WorkPlane for height Z=46mm 

 

5.2.2. WorkPlane: Displacement in a Vertical Plane (z, x) 

The WorkPlane of the displacement of the COM of 

the Robot's platform in a vertical plane for a distance y, 

this WorkPlane is obtained with a section plane moved in 

the workspace found by SolidWorks, up to the desired 

distance plane shown in pink in Figure 21. 

From these results, the WorkPlane shown in pink is 

determined for each vertical plane located at a distance y 

from the initial position. The different limit positions will 

be known, in particular the maximum position along the 

𝑥  axis for a height Z. 

In these examples, the WorPlanes are determined 

respectively, for a distance y=70mm in Figure 21a, a 

distance y=100mm in Figure 21b. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                            (a)                                                   (b)                                                               
 

Figure 21. Result of the workspace in vertical planes located at given 

distances along the y  axis, (a) WorkPlane in the vertical plane for 

y=70mm, (b) WorkPlane in the vertical plane for y=100mm 

 

6. EXPERIMENTATION 

 

6.1. Data Used 

The design of the hexapod robot is dealing with the 

following dimensions: 

Lb=300mm, db=160mm, dp=30mm, L1=20mm, L2=70mm, 

L3=124mm 
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The distances of contacts are fixed as: 

L=430mm (between A1 and A3) and d=300mm (between 

A1 and A6) as shown in Figure 22. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                           (a)                                                    (b)  
 

Figure 22. Contact distances between the robot's legs and the ground, 

(a) top view (b) perspective view 

 

6.2. Measurements 

The robot is placed to respect the contact distances 

with the ground. Then the desired manipulations are 

carried out as: 

 - Position the robot in the maximum position, to 

determine the maximum height h. 

 - Position the robot at any height Z to determine the 

maximum positions along the x and y axes in this plane. 

 - Rotate the Robot's body around the vertical axis to 

determine the reached positions by the robot. 

In our case, depending on the dimensions given 

previously, the maximum measured height of the Robot's 

platform in Figure 23a is h=177mm. 

An experiment is made for a height Z=120mm. It gives: 

-The maximum position along the x  axis is: 91mm, as 

shown in Figure 23b. 

- The maximum position along the y  axis is: 88mm, as 

shown in Figure 23c. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

                  (a)                                  (b)                                  (c)                                                
 

Figure 23. (a) Robot in the maximum height position, (b) the maximum 

displacement measured along the x  axis, (c) the maximum 

displacement measured along the y  axis, these displacements for the 

height Z=120mm 

 

7. RESULTS ANALYSIS 

We notice that the measured displacements are almost 

the values given by simulation. Some differences due to 

the technological solutions of the joints present 

clearances and some slight deformations in the 

connections.  

Therefore the simulation results found by simulation 

are compatible with the experiments validating thus the 

simulation and the theoretical equations. 

We also observe that in the function of the equations 

found theoretically, more the robot's vertical position 

decreases more the workspace increases. Since the legs 

can move even more in a near plane. 

At a certain level, we cannot reach a few points of the 

workspace, it is limited by the workspace of point C, 

presented previously. 

To increase the workspace, several parameters are 

involved: 

- If we consider that the dimensions of the robot's 

platform are fixed, the lengths of the legs must be 

increased. But it is necessary to take into consideration 

the unreached positions which are previously shown in 

function of the dimensions L2 and L3. 

- To increase the workspace, we have to reduce the 

contact distances with the ground, by bringing these 

distances closer to the dimensions of the robot (tending L 

to Lb and d to db). 

-  If b bL L d d− = −  the maximum displacements along 

the x  and y axes are equals. 

-  To obtain a displacement along the x  axis, greater than 

that along the y  axis, ( bL L− ) must be less than 

( ),bd d−  which means that the angles of legs 1, 3, 4 and 

6 respectively around the points D1, D3, D4 and D6 must 

not exceed 45°, with respect to the y  axis. 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

The workspace of the hexapod robot is elaborated by 

a geometric approach considering a variety of dimensions 

and the contact distances of the robot. The versatility and 

the efficiency of workspace is made possible with GUI 

interface developed under SolidWorks platform. 

The WorkPlane is also determined in a horizontal 

plane located at a desired height introduced on the GUI 

interface. It can also be defined in a vertical plane located 

at a desired distance. Therefore, all the reached positions 

of the robot will be known, in particular the limit 

positions. Thus we can optimize the hexapod robot 

structure based on its workspace. 

The results are theoretically demonstrated and 

validated experimentally on a hexapod robot produced in 

the laboratory. Future works would be done to enhance 

the performances of the hexapod robot in terms of 

stability and mobility by exploring this geometrical 

approach. 
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